
General listing rules:
120 AP, plus 10% bonus if applicable
Max 3 aircraft
Max 3 identical vehicles
Max 6 equal infantry units
Maximum 16 activations

Special rule for listing:
If you build an army exclusively with mercenary pieces, each mercenary unit costs 1 AP less.

General criteria for each mission:
Max duration: 2h
Max shifts: 8

When indicated by the map: 
Ammo crate - the infantry unit occupying the same square receives action ammo drop 
Medic crate - the infantry unit occupying the same square receives medical action



,

Palm / tree

Archeological wall

impassable

Objectives

They can be 
placed 
anywhere, 
except in the 
yellow areas.

Elements available to each 
player:

1 crate

1 anti-tank

Playmat: jungle
Goal: recover the metal relics



Duration:
8 shifts or 2h

Special Rules:
Objs: A ground unit that is on an objective at the end of the turn picks it up automatically. Once collected, an objective 
cannot be transferred to another unit. If a unit carrying a target is destroyed, the target falls in the same square previously 
occupied by the unit carrying it. A fallen target is automatically picked up by ground units that occupy the same square at 
the end of a turn. A land unit can pick up and carry just one objective at a time.

Victory conditions:
If a player holds at least 4 objectives at the end of any turn, starting with the second he gets a primary victory. Whoever 
holds the most objectives at the end of time / turns also gets a primary victory.

Otherwise, whoever gets the most Scenario Points (PS) at the end of time / turns gets a secondary victory.
PS is equal to the sum of APs destroyed plus 10 PS for each target held.

VPs earned are equal to the sum of enemy APs destroyed.


